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Usurpers Shall Fall
“King” vs The KING
8/29/07 (21-13)
Wed., August 29, 2007, Year 21, Day 13
Manila, Philippines
RE: USURPERS SHALL FALL—KING VS
THE KING; SOME “INFORMED CONJECTURE”;
DORIS’ DREAM
USURPERS SHALL FALL
WOULD-BE KING VS THE KING
Thirteen years (one-quarter turn of the 52-year
“wheel”) ago, Commander Hatonn offered some
advice which seems particularly relevant to THIS
moment as He gave the Foreword for the Phoenix
Journal, USURPERS SHALL FALL. “Lies will be
flooding over you like ocean waves,” He promised,
when we would begin to see the truth that there is
ONLY “this moment”.
[QUOTING, GCH writing of 8/30/94, the Foreword
to the Phoenix Journal, USURPERS SHALL FALL:]
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Each day is a new beginning—but then, too, it is
a time of remembering that which happened
yesterday so that corrections to course can be
considered, new input added and errors rectified.
“Today” in the moment is the only time you have—
IN ACTUALITY. So, consider using it wisely.
Lies will be flooding over you like ocean
waves as you begin to practice the above
suggestion. Ones you have felt always truthful,
trusted and supportive will make blunders and
in attempts to recover status or gain will bring
lies which they will tell you are for “security”,
perception—and will assure you—“But I
wouldn’t lie to YOU, etc.” Then there will be
EXCUSES for the delusion or illusion,
presented. [RK: That’s a very resonant choice
of words. See the June 20, 2007 issue, “Living
in Denial: Illusion and Delusion”, which deals
with this same subject matter.] The worst to
handle if you are truly serving God is the one that
tells you, “I am just serving God!” while he/she

lies to you, fails to perform, promises (only to be
false) and thus and so. The really hard lump to
swallow is that after “setting you up”, taking from
you and deceiving you knowingly or unknowingly
(“because I lapsed in memory” or “Well, it seemed
the way to handle this…”) these same ones will
either turn from you and hurt you further OR
blame it on addictions, another person OR simply
cover the lies with more and bigger lies while you
either do without, lose in court and/or are drained
of all your energy to continue.
Why do ones do “this”? Because you let
them! You accept the lies while in the most
instances your “gut” reaction tells you the words or
promises are lies—then you are sucked in until you
finally say “no more”! But by then, it often is
the better part of wisdom to not give EXCUSE
to sever relationships because they will now
“have that which you have earned” and wanted
an excuse to keep it for selves at any rate—in
justification—now because of your behavior.
(Continued on page 2)
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[RK: Let me ask you something: WHAT
COULD DORIS DO in her situation?]
Those who use you in this manner have one fear
more costly, however, than loss of things—and that
is terror of losing what was a “true and faithful
friend”. It will always be that the one who would
USE a friend, however, does not DESERVE that
loyal and supportive friend who has stood by in time
of need and loneliness OR, in fact, allowed for the
very flourishing over which the gainer now gloats.
These things are handled at any time according
to that which the parties are capable of doing. For
instance, EJ may well be capable of handling
assaults on the senses in one way—Doris in quite
another. In one such immediate incidence of this
very circumstance Doris cried out to stop the
struggle and “…just let him/her go to Hell…”
This is a slang saying you all use to “…just
quit the struggle with another…” In this particular
incident I simply noted, “He is already living in a
Hell!” The thief and liar are always the one in
THE Hell! You may well, if involved, be moving
through some of the symptoms of Hell—but the
party in the deceit is IN THE HELL. There is a
difference and YOU CANNOT MAKE THE
CHOICES FOR THAT “OTHER”. I do suggest,
under all circumstances, that you STOP the
emotional support of the actions and demand
responsibility. It does not even mean that you
withdraw actual physical support—but you STOP
FEEDING THE DEMONS!
I honor Dharma’s response to him who would
be KING, and who says, “Well, but I am the
worthy one and you MUST serve ME for I AM
THE KING AND I HAVE CONTROL!” She
simply points out that “No, I work for THE KING,
and you are nothing!” I add, here, that this is SO!
For I, too, work for THE KING! I hasten to add
that any “Would-be King” who thieves from THE
KING need not look unto a Dharma or a Hatonn for
JUSTICE—he/she will have JUSTICE from THE
KING! This stops a lot of time-wasting on the part
of you who seem to be unable to scrape off the
Would-be Kings, whether it be in legal altercations,
confrontations and injustice or simply broken
promises. When you bow AS A SUBJECT, you
deserve to be treated as such. IF YOU REPLACE
ONE CONTROLLING WOULD-BE-KING FOR
THE OTHER, IN THIS CASE YOUR ONE
WORLD KINGS—YOU WILL SURELY GET
WHAT YOU DESERVE—HAD!
When you stop feeding the beast—the beast
will perish and the goodness that is always
within—shall blossom. Doing the RIGHT
THING always brings the most precious of all
rewards—peace and recognition WITHIN—on
both sides. THAT peace does not, however,
replace the pain of the moment in circumstance.
When you can’t know which of any more than
one story is TRUTH—there is always a
minimum of ONE LIE PRESENT AND
POSSIBLY ALL. TRUTH will simply BE and
becomes quite easy to remember and repeat—in
context—EVERY TIME. Five different stories
mean at least four lies—and possibly—five.
When YOU REWARD the lie—it will usually
be a false reward! Ponder it.
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[END QUOTING]
Again: WHAT COULD DORIS DO? When I
confronted EJ, what happened to ME?
EJ Ekker is fond of reminding people of stepping
off the hearth with Doris at the time of the Harmonic
Convergence in 1987, implying that from that moment
on they were both 100%, irrevocably committed to
“the Mission”. I always believed this story as EJ
presented it—until a “more accurate version” of the
story came through my speakers. Just two days before
the writing cited above, at a meeting on August 28,
1994 (tape 1-b), GCH recounted:
“… I FEEL ones—in this room, even—being a
little bit offended, a little bit hurt, but quite
introspective. ‘Well, it was nicer when we started.’
Dharma always says, ‘Well, when we started, it
seemed like it was OK. And the day that Commander
said, ‘If you step across this threshold today, there
won’t be any going back, little one.’’ Some were
present at that moment. ‘All of the rest of you in the
room,’ I said—of which there were like four—’will
still have an opportunity to turn around and go the
other way. But not Dharma. Once Dharma has
passed this threshold—in THIS service—she can
never go back.’”
It is obvious from this account that it was Doris
ALONE who made the “no going back” decision.
Clothing himself in the skin of a sheep, EJ Ekker
ensured that whenever this story was told, it was told
in such a way as to include HIM in Doris’
“irrevocable” decision. As Commander Hatonn
elucidated, however, the decision was not exactly
irrevocable, not even for Doris:
“… [O]nce moving INTO the Service, you can
QUIT at any time you want to. That’s not the problem.
Your enemies will not leave you ALONE. Somewhere
out there, some day, someone will turn up one of these
Journals and they’ll be after you again: ‘Who in the
world is that? Let’s get RID of her or him!’”
Over the years everyone came to refer to “the
Ekkers” as if they were ONE AND THE SAME. It
is becoming obvious, however, that whereas Doris
Ekker was directly, consciously connected to our
Heavenly Father on a regular basis, EJ Ekker was not
and was working on another agenda altogether, one
which required a sheepskin cover.

puzzle. “But, would Commander Hatonn work with
the Devil himself?” As a matter of fact, GCH is “on
the record” in numerous places confirming that YES,
HE WOULD.
At the same time, Commander Hatonn always
made it clear that there is no sense in simply changing
out one set of would-be kings with another.
Accordingly, everything had to be structured in such
a way that at the apex of all corporate structure,
Commander Hatonn would remain the “CEO”.
Whoever might serve in earthly capacity would always
have to be responsive to this true authority. If not, it
was promised, they would FALL.
An “apex” corporation was put in place, which
would own all others, holding status as CREDITOR
over the entire banking system—and which would
exist for the benefit of ALL PEOPLE: Global Alliance
Investment Association. This corporation was
furnished with a UNIQUE set of articles, such that the
one who would position himself as KING (President
and Chairman) would be denied the right to vote on
corporate matters except in the case of a tie. Real
power and control over the corporation would rest
with the “other” director—his true servant, Doris
Ekker, and in her stead, an alternate director would
stand by “at the ready”: Ronald Kirzinger. The
articles of incorporation would ensure that DISPUTES
WOULD HAVE TO BE ADJUDICATED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE.
Everything came to a head in 1999. Rick
“Martin” saw what was under the sheepskin cover and
was REVOLTED. Surely, he thought, this could not
be OF GOD! Choosing to view “the Ekkers” as a
single entity, he proceeded to “throw out the baby
with the bath water” and went so far as to declare the
LIE that Doris could not be receiving FROM GOD
“because God wouldn’t…”—even though Commander
Hatonn told us most directly and repeatedly, HE
CERTAINLY WOULD WORK WITH THE DEVIL
HIMSELF.
In the March 15, 1999 issue, Rick Martin wrote:
“It was not until we had been in Malaysia for
some weeks that I realized, after witnessing several
sensitive examples, a personal ‘political’ agenda was
being put forth by EJ, designed for a given nation, that
smacked remarkably like a CIA-directive (agenda)
rather than a ‘Godly’ agenda for a global transition.
Was this ‘agenda’ harmful to the nation in question?
Also difficult to say—but when the transfer of gold
and power is simply from one set of political players
into EJ’s direct personal control—I HAVE SERIOUS
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE INTELLIGENCE OF
THAT POSSIBILITY. ABSOLUTE POWER
CORRUPTS ABSOLUTELY AND TYRANNY IS
BASED UPON SUCH POWER AND, SAD TO SAY,
I HAVE WITNESSED THE ABUSE OF THIS
POWER. Is it a fact that the documents/scenarios put
forth are CIA-generated documents? Difficult to say,
but they sure seem to read like it…”
Was/is EJ Ekker connected with the Intelligence
Community? Apparently, he WAS by his own
admission to certain others. Did such a relationship
continue? Didn’t Commander Hatonn disclaim any
such ongoing connection(s)? I want you to pay very
close attention to the following citation,
ESPECIALLY the verbiage following the word,
“except”. Quoting from the GCH writing of

INFORMED CONJECTURE:
WORKING WITH THE DEVIL HIMSELF
How many Goodly people can really get excited
about “money” or even great amounts of gold? So,
how would God set about gaining control over same,
when none of His most dedicated workers could
develop a passion over it? SOMEONE was needed
and that someone would have to have a GREAT
PASSION for “money” and gold! It might even prove
to be very helpful if that certain someone had some
connections within the circles of freemasonry, access
to the Intelligence Community—and still more, if this
certain someone could be in position to obtain
direction and instructions “straight from the horse’s
mouth”. This very special someone could be
advantaged, literally given the “Upper Hand”, as the
possibility of unlimited abundance for all mankind
would be CREATED out of apparently “nothing”.
This one would prove to be the KEY PIECE in the
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September 5, 2000 (Year 14, Day 20—7 years ago):
“... [I]t was pronounced that my own people were
CIA operatives. … We take this opportunity to put a
stop to that stupid rumor, again, here. Ekkers have
NO CONNECTION to anyone anywhere except for
what is now being referred to as GAIA and prior
activities were simple projects and writing.”
Is this subtle confirmation of the implications of
Executive Order 122333, establishing wholly-agentowned, PRIVATE corporations contracting with
intelligence agencies? If not, why use the word,
“except”? Lately, of course, EJ Ekker is making a big
point of stating that all funding has come from him,
personally, or from him and his FAMILY. It seems
it could be very dangerous to pull that meat from the
jaws of potent predators and those kinds of people
don’t take well to broken commitments—AND THEY
DON’T “PLAY NICE”.
Let’s go back and finish up some “informed
conjecture” with regard to Rick “Martin”.

IN THE GLOBAL MONETARY SYSTEM
INCLUDING RIGHT HERE IN THE BS (Bangko
Sentral) OF THE PHILIPPINES. All that came before
may be “interesting” but it is entirely IRRELEVANT
because the Certificate of Debt is the
CONSOLIDATION and DISTILLATION of all that
came before.—>PERIOD.
At the time Rick “Martin” and Charles Neil left
the Philippines early in 1999 there was a major
confrontation, which was RECORDED. Jerry
Schnoebelen said he would make a copy of that tape
available for anyone who would ask—but despite
several inquiries from me, he has not provided a copy
and has stopped responding to my requests. Two
“snippets” of this tape are presented on VK Durham’s
website, TheAntechamber.net—but of course, those
clips are taken out of context. I HEARD THIS TAPE
a long time ago but all that remains are my own
IMPRESSIONS of what transpired.
As I recall, EJ Ekker JOINED WITH Rick and
Charles in “calling out” Commander Hatonn. Doris
quickly and quietly handed over her vocal chords to
GCH, who put them all in their places. My strongest
recollection was that I was SHOCKED at the way EJ
TURNED ON DORIS—AND GCH. I also recall an
expression as to “holding the whole banking system
hostage”—but I do not recall this as an intent within
the “Mission” or Divine Plan; rather, it was simply a
FACT that the validity of Bonus 3392-181 COULD
CAUSE PROBLEMS, problems which SHOULD BE
AVOIDED. And finally, I recall Commander Hatonn
saying something to the effect of: “as only VK
Durham would really know”.
I am working on obtaining a copy of this nownotorious tape before the deadline for the current issue,
even if the only way to obtain one is to have a friend
play it over the telephone for my benefit. If there is
time, I will type up a transcript and present it
immediately following this statement of my
recollections for comparison.
[Much later:] Well, still no tape and it’s past the
deadline for this issue, so we’ll have to do without
it—this time. I promise I will type up a transcript and
present the confrontation in its entirety as soon as one
of the many people who say they have this tape
decides to share it.
Every time I try to evaluate the position Doris was
in, I come back to the dream she had 7 years ago,
which involved MURDER. Ah but, the Phoenix
cannot be killed!

RICK “MARTIN” (CORTRIGHT)
AND THE GILARMI HOTEL TAPE

Although unspoken in his article published in the
March 15, 1999 issue, Rick and many others had
become aware of plans to take down New Gaia
Products and that a large net was coming down over
“Ekker” (Phoenix) operations in the United States. At
the time, Cort Christie, who was certainly at least
aware of the plans afoot, offered me incentives to stay
at Nevada Corporate Headquarters, where I was
managing at the time—but only if I would distance
myself from the Ekkers. He issued the stock of
Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. to himself and
terminated my services when I refused to back down
from my 100% support of the Mission. My last day
at NCH was April 30, 1999.
While Rick “Martin” and others rushed fearfully
to get rid of the bath water, I struggled to hold onto
the BABY. Their posture demanded denunciation of
“the Ekkers” AS ONE AND THE SAME, while my
posture demanded that I embrace even that which I
could not at the time fully understand: the
APPARENT inconsistency of the Divine Plan being
involved with nefarious activities. I HELD FAITH IN
COMMANDER HATONN—not “blind faith” but
faith based on many years of PROOF OF THE
TRUTH AS HE PRESENTED IT. The “disgruntled
insiders” (including Rick “Martin”, Ed Young, Cort
Christie “et al”) constructed a delusion of the
invalidity of “Doris’” Commander Hatonn, which
DORIS’ DREAM
demanded that they drum up a Commander Hatonn of
This has been run before but bears repeating at
their own—BUT IF THEIR “COMMANDER
this juncture, now closely approaching 7 years later.
HATONN” WAS REAL—WHERE’D HE GO???
Meanwhile, the Divine Plan has continued to play [QUOTING, GCH 9/9/00 (14-24):]
out PERFECTLY on the stage despite some people’s
… They wanted “Commander”? Well, what
perceptions.
have they got? Everybody has GOD and thus
WHAT IS THERE LEFT TO UNDERSTAND?
Ones want to know all about the background there is nothing special about that CREATOR
history of Bonus 3392-181—to evaluate WHAT, BEING of one vs. another. They have tried to
precisely? THE DISTILLATION OF ALL THAT snatch proprietary property and they simply can’t
CAME BEFORE IS THE CERTIFICATE OF DEBT, contain it for it has no substance and its reality is
PERFECTED ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF only in the truth of dimensional perception. They
THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION AND cannot steal “Dharma’s Hatonn or Margie’s
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE IN 1999—THE Hatonn or Ron’s Hatonn” [i.e., the REAL
UNDERLYING VALUE OF WHICH IS “IN PLAY” HATONN] any more than they can steal the
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sunshine from your dooryard. This is for YOU to
know and for them, surely, to find out.
Let’s continue the thoughts shared earlier today
about dreams. Mostly dreams are lost in the
passing so let us consider what is retained for the
interest of insight itself.
So to the dream last night—MORE
IMPORTANT. Any time you witness a presumed
or intentional murder of a “happened to be there”
recognition, what can it mean? Anything to
anyone, and you can find out quickly enough what
yours meant the same way you would question
anyone in a therapy dream-work. Oh indeed, that
was pretty instant wasn’t it?
You recognized that the “victim” had no
chance against the force of the many restrainers.
However, you perceived it was an important death
of something—but you see, it was not a person, it
was a thing. You realize now that you simply got
rid of that which you could not control and
although you couldn’t go “after” the ones who did
the killing, you COULD let them go. You feared
their attention because you wanted no more
assaults for you would not tattle but you would not
either stand still for further torture or outright
suicide of self.
As to attending the animals: You tried to leave
that which depended on you in good condition to
insure food for some interim time of possible
inability to attend or serve. Good show, except
you also came to realize that you couldn’t impact
the situation further than that.
That is
representative of feeding the birds and animals in
anticipation of no food or water for, possibly,
several days if necessary. This is not much
different from your usual practice of keeping
several days of food and water available in case of
earthquake or inability for any reason to be unable
to attend the innocents. You must always care for
those things in your care for they cannot attend
themselves in emergencies, especially from inside
locked cages. This preparation must always be a
part of any emergency planning or storage.
Remember that we even plan for shelter from the
intense weather in the domestic animal pastures
and for the dairy cows. Whole industries can be
built around these very needs.
The telling the police who came in the second
phase of the dream, after getting up, was simply
bringing to conclusion of your “thought” regarding
the matter but also in a dream state. You told them
what you saw and experienced but did not
speculate because when they went to the area
where there should have been a body—it was no
longer there and you didn’t know where it had
gone and would thus be hearsay.
You will note you did not recognize the killing
persons or the actual victim—so you have no
association with any specific person or persons to
which you might well be harboring, rightfully or
wrongly, resentment. Although you did recognize
that they would bring harm to you and yours if
they knew you witnessed. The realization here is
also yours and you now recognize that you are
being involved in something which has no
connection to you other than as a hapless observer.
Speculation is unnecessary but consider the other
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actors in the play (dream) so that you can also sort
their position as regards you. This is as the child
with whom you were planning a camping outing.
You are recognizing your inability to actually protect
everyone no matter how much you might wish to
keep their lives uncluttered or without impact from
anything that you might find “yours to carry”.
Your bigger realization at this moment in the
summation is what? NO, not wake up before the
dream ends—that is too typical a wish, so confront
it. You too would like to kill some of those
monsters who innocently stumble through, just to
make them go away—but nothing just “goes
away”, does it? So, you confront that which is
there, attend what you can—and accept the
limitations for you cannot police the world and/or
its tormentors.
Not the least of Dharma’s own perceptions, in
addition, is that she had sense enough not to try to
save anything after the act was already finished.
Two murders would solve nothing so stop the
“salvation” kick and let us act in wisdom in order
to act another day. You chose to stay out of the
way of the perpetrators.
Dreams are sorting tools and important for that
reason for most dreams are not brought forth into
the light of consideration. When they do come
through consciousness—go within and question the
script and see what each thing means to you. Play
that other actor’s part, from the food dish to the
machine-gunner. It is your PLAY, dreamer, and yes
it DOES mean “something”—but only to YOU.
You don’t have to make a big deal. Get quiet
within self and simply play the roles in whatever
instant the character responds. You can be ANY
part of the dream and interrogate the “reason” or
role of any other. It is, after all—YOURS. You
are the dreamer, the producer, the director, the cast
director and on and on—ONLY YOU.
Your realization in this instance is that these
people didn’t particularly choose, it appeared, to
involve “you” in the murder, but it was in your
space that the deed is accomplished and so it is
there to confront. Therefore, you become involved
by their actions—it is as ordinary as an every-day
event where people put their actions onto others
simply because it is convenient and “they don’t
want to be caught themselves”.
You realized it was intentional in many ways
but also as random as is almost everything which
“simply happens”.
Where are the bodies buried? Well, if you
killed no one, then the burial location is not yours
to interpret. Nor does it mean that perpetrators are
to be allowed to go unchallenged—IN PROPER
CIRCUMSTANCES. And so——now you begin
to put faces to these gangsters? Ah so—now you
can let it go for the realization it is and let them
face the consequences they have planted. The
further realization of the actors involved WITH
you is simply a way of recognition of wishing
protection from these same reprehensible culprits.
A dream, no matter how negative it might be,
is a higher input which is ALWAYS a positive
realization as the seeming riddle is solved.
Recognize the importance or non-importance and
let it go. This is simply for recognition and
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reminding you of your own training and talents,
my dear. Some things you can manage, even from
a distance—and that which is not yours to
manage—release.
A good rule of thumb to any other reader is to
check out the area of response as in “fear”, sorrow,
etc. If it is in the neck (throat) it is often
something pressing as in “crying”. If the
adrenaline is pumping and the sweat popping—it
will be a frightening “flight or fight” reaction to
which all you can do is get control of the emotion
instantly for even a dream becomes reality in the
response mode.
Since, as with Doris’ dream, these were visual
“view the scene” basically as a bystander (but
within the action itself) there is minimal to no
lingering reaction, once again awake and
conscious.
I have made it big here to simply remind you
that you can reach beyond that “unknowing” and into
that reality of realization of “God’s helping to sort.”
Know, however, that while you remember
almost no dreams and then occasionally you do
catch one—look at it, enjoy it and USE IT. Most
dreams are sorted, categorized and filed where they
can be retrieved or simply filed away. However,
when the remembered dreams are disquieting, sort
it and don’t let the dream become a monster of
some kind but always a warning that something
needs attention.
In this very instance and taking the information
of this very dream, it can also be recognized that,
although you don’t like to see another injured (in
this case, murdered) or a thing killed, it is not your
power or even “right” to attend it all.
Furthermore: In that instance, it is truly a
matter of let the dead bury the dead for you have
no right nor reason to interfere for the living is
what is at stake, not the dead.
This can get to be such a fun game that you will
kill, literally, the purpose in the playing of the game
itself. Recognize your first reasons and responses—
and don’t just build some more “dramas”.
I would in retrospect, however, make a comment
here to you who are working so diligently on this
global program. You witness over and over again the
victim (the world) being butchered, wounded,
battered and actually slain. You also recognize the
ones who are accomplishing these deeds of assault,
stop you from your mission of goodness, AND who
just aid and abet the criminals for their own various
purposes or intentions. It is the way it is, recognize
it and then, as with the eagle downed with mud on its
wings, let’s clean those feathers so she/he can fly
again. That is the wonder of the mind in action—it
never has to succumb to death or loss—REWRITE
YOUR DREAM SCRIPT, SILLIES.
First, stop the hemorrhaging, halt the assault,
take stock and start repairing the wounds with the
worst first—then we take the major steps to
stabilize and then reclaim.
We are still in the CRITICAL STAGE of first,
save the life and stop the bleeding as best you can
under the circumstances dealt you in the moment.
We can rewrite the script along the way but not if
the play is dead and cut from the stage.
Of course this writing is too long—but lessons
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are mandatory and always personal, to be shared or
not, depending on your comfort or interest. And
there you have it.
Now consider this: ISN’T IT NICE TO HAVE
A TRAINED EMERGENCY TEAM ON DUTY
WHEN YOU NEED ANSWERS AND INSTANT
CARE AND TENDING? THAT IS WHAT THE
PAST 20 YEARS MEAN, CHELAS. YOU DO
NOT SEND A THIRD GRADE T-BALL
PLAYER IN TO DO MICROSCOPIC
NEUROSURGERY OF THE BRAIN—EVEN IF
HE MIGHT DO A BETTER JOB OF THE
SURGERY. …
[END QUOTING]
AND I ASK AGAIN: WHAT COULD DORIS
DO?
She COULD and DID ensure that the appropriate
Alternate Director was in position to assume all of her
positions of responsibility IMMEDIATELY UPON
HER DEMISE.
MORE THAN ONE LIE KNOWN
When there is at least one lie known, is not all
else suspect? As in the case of EJ Ekker’s supposed
UNILATERAL termination of a co-director, first he
justified his actions because, he said, I was guilty of
(without ever being so much as charged with)
CRIMINAL conduct (libel is a crime here in the
Philippines). It MAY have been justifiable for one
director to terminate another based on PROVEN
criminal activity HARMFUL to the corporation’s
interests. The “criminal” allegation never developed
into a CHARGE, however, possibly because it’s not
libel if it is TRUE. That pretense dissolved, leaving
only a PERSONAL INSULT, so EJ Ekker had to
come up with some OTHER reason for supposedly
terminating a co-director.
He argued (through the voices and writings of
others) that he was entitled to TWO VOTES, until it
was shown conclusively that the articles of
incorporation demand that “all votes must be cast as
a unit”. And so, he needed YET ANOTHER, new
justification for supposedly unilaterally terminating his
co-director—and at that point, he pulled out what he
thought was his TRUMP CARD, claiming that he
acted AT THE REQUEST OF THE OWNERS—
whom, he believed, could not be identified under the
protection of Nevada’s corporate statutes.
ALL of these elusive, changed positions SHALL
FALL. I am NOT engaged in criminal conduct, EJ
Ekker is NOT entitled to two votes—and his third
posture of having acted at the request of the owners
ALSO WILL NOT FLY. He THOUGHT he could
get away with it BUT the Divine Plan held another
shocker for him: the State of Nevada is changing its
laws regarding privacy of stock ownership when it
comes to CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS. Further,
BEARER SHARES ARE NOW PROHIBITED and
ownership must be disclosed upon request of the
Secretary of State. OOPS! OOPS!
THE FACT IS THAT THE CORPORATE
STRUCTURE OF THE DIVINE PLAN WAS
NEVER INTENDED TO BE OWNED BY ANY
ONE MAN OR SMALL GROUP OF MEN. IT
EXISTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL PEOPLE. IF
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ANY STOCK HAS BEEN ISSUED, SUCH
LIMITED ISSUANCE PREJUDICES THE RIGHTS
OF THE REST OF THE OWNERS—LITERALLY,
EVERYONE.
Mr. Ekker has changed his story again and
again—and all he has managed to do is to paint
himself right into the proverbial corner.
His work “in the secret places” was apparently
well known to Commander Hatonn all along. In the
writing of September 9, 1994, GCH told of the
inevitable CONFRONTATION.
[QUOTING:]

Awareness Now at the
*** FLASHPOINT ***

In the instances of confrontation there are
lessons to be had, however. ENOUGH IS
ENOUGH! Others will carry their share of
responsibility and measure up to commitments and
agreements for the alternatives are not pleasant for
you who deceive, cheat, actually steal and think
you can work in the secret places without being
known. NO—IT IS NOT “OK”! I can keep my
people alive—for it is necessary to not transition
just yet—but things are GOING TO CHANGE in
this sector for MY OWN PATIENCE IS
EXTENDED BEYOND THAT WHICH IS
COMFORTABLE FOR ANY WHO WOULD
LONG CONTINUE THIS GAME OF DECEIT
AND BROKEN PROMISES.
Anyone can walk out of their agreements as
pertains to self and mission OR GOD. But you
who promise and TAKE THAT WHICH IS
USED THEN ON SELF IN THE AID OF MY
ADVERSARY—SHALL REAP A BITTER
HARVEST. I CAN PROMISE THAT THERE
SHALL NOT BE A MOMENT OF PEACE AND
JOY BEYOND THE MOMENT OF CHOOSING
EVIL ABOVE COMMITMENT TO SERVE
TRUTH AND LIGHT! NOT ONE, SINGLE,
SOLITARY MOMENT! YOU SHALL REAP
THE HARVEST OF THE SOWING AND IT
SHALL BE BITTER INDEED.
… [I]t is time for the ones making commitment
for the forward movement to KEEP THEIR
AGREEMENTS AND COMMITMENTS. … I ask
for very little for the needs to meet my mission of
remnant growth. I have kept my promises,
arranged the way and provided the security and
manifestation. It is not now acceptable that the
ones in benefiting, garner control in greed—
presenting only lies and more games.
[END QUOTING]
According to EJ Ekker, he must be on the right
course or God would have given him a “course
correction”; everything is supposedly moving along
just fine with the Tallano-Acop Foundation (“better
than ever without RK”); he enjoys the solid support of
hundreds of lenders—versus only a tiny handful of
detracters; Budget Corporate Renewals is being
properly handled; the “Jonur” writings are being
warmly embraced and his “CONTACT” newspaper is
“better than ever”; in short, everything is just fine.
REALLY? No, not really. We’ll cover further
developments of the ongoing criminal investigations as
we can do so without causing problems.
In the Light of our Heavenly Father and Mother,
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)

8/29/07 (21-13)
Wed., August 29, 2007, Year 21, Day 13
Manila, Philippines
RE: REASON AND PASSION; AT THE
FLASHPOINT; COMMAND INSIGNIA; WHAT IS
A “CRAFT”; POPE JOHN XXIII PROPHECIES
REST IN REASON AND
MOVE FORWARD IN PASSION!
Let’s “get real”: As consciousness expands with
the increasing frequencies of the new Age, our
appreciation of “time” is also expanding. The entirety
of a mortal experience is but an eye-blink in the mind
of the Eternal Creator and nothing of the physical
transcends the physical experience—only the
experience, itself, in the mind of the experiencer, “for
whatever it’s worth”.
The single most important question each of us
might ask is, “What is important to ‘me’? What do I
feel really PASSIONATE about?” Then just try to set
aside all of the programmed inputs and BEGIN the
responsive list with “1. My relationship with GOD…”
ALL of the rest pales when it follows the Divine
Directive but with that Directive firmly fixed in mind,
what do we, individually and collectively, really want
to accomplish? There is certainly ABUNDANCE of
OPPORTUNITY in this World at this time for all
passions originating from the desire to advance
TRUTH, BEAUTY and GOODNESS.
Let’s take the time to “tune in” to a presentation
from Commander Hatonn which was scribed by
“Dharma” 7 years ago (and please, “imbibe” this
writing before and after your next MEDITATION).
[QUOTING, GCH 9/9/94:]
…It is long since forgotten that the reality of
LIFE is not on your crippled shores of physical
presentation. You want to keep your guns to guard
your houses—your property. So be it, but I
wonder: what have you in those houses? What is
it you guard so closely with locked and bolted
doors?
Do you not remember some of the gleaming
arches that span the summits of the mind and allow
you to recall the glory of your freedom? Where is
the perception of beauty that leads the heart from
things fashioned of wood and stone to the holy
mountain—the peaks touching GOD and
UNIVERSE?
What is it you capture in these houses of
yours? Is it only comfort and the lust after more
and more comfort and luxury, security, survival—
what is it and in what priority of care and thought?
Do these THINGS first enter as a bit of joy at
holding that steals into the house as first a guest
and then becomes a host, and then the MASTER?
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Ah, readers, this physical desire for power,
things and comfort catches you on a hook as a fish.
It brings you to the heel of the tamer with hook
and scourge and reduces to puppets your larger
desires, goals and directions.
Though these hands seem silken and enticing,
tempting and desirable—its HEART is of steel
encasing stone.
This bully lulls you to sleep only to stand by
your bedside and jeer at that of the flesh and
waiting soul. It makes mock of your audible
senses and lays them in silken down like fragile
vessels from which the threads become so strong
there is no breaking them once they have formed
into the chains of shackles.
Ah, but heed me now, for—you children of
space, you restless in rest—YOU SHALL NOT BE
TRAPPED NOR TAMED. YOUR HOUSE
SHALL BE NOT AN ANCHOR BUT A MAST
WITH WHICH TO SAIL. It shall not be some
gleaming film that covers a wound—but an eyelid
that guards the eye.
You shall not fold your wings that you may
pass through doors, nor bend your heads that they
strike not against a ceiling, nor fear to breathe lest
walls should crack and fall upon you. You shall
not dwell in tombs made by the dead for the living.
Though magnificence and splendor becomes
your house—it shall not hold your secret nor
shelter your longing—it is but a place to dwell for
the passing of the experience in the schoolroom of
expression.
For that which is boundless and limitless
within you abides in the mansions beyond that
which you call “sky”, whose door is the morning
mist upon the infinite and whose windows are the
songs and silences as in the softness of star-filled
night.
If your heart is in pain and thoughts of failure
or misdeeds settle hard about you—go within in a
place of beauty and allow your heart to remember
that God rests in reason. You need not make tales
to cover the barren silence which must be
confronted in truth. REASON IN GOD AND THE
REASONS SHALL BE IN TRUTH! TRUTH
GIVES FREEDOM AS NO OTHER THING OR
BEING CAN PRESENT. Grieve for loss or pain
when it be present—but DO NOT LONG DWELL
IN THE SELF-PITY OF WHAT MAY BE
ABOUT YOU—FOR YOU CONTROL THAT
WHICH YOU PERCEIVE IN EVERY
INSTANCE—EVERY INSTANCE!
Your reason and your passion are the rudder
and the sails of your seafaring soul, beloved ones.
If either your sails or your rudder be broken there
is no way to avoid the tossing and drifting hither
and yon at the whim of that which whirls around
you—OR, you will simply be held at standstill in
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the middle of the sea.
For reason, ruling alone, is a force confining;
and passion, unattended, is a flame that burns to its
own destruction—BUT, if you let your soul exalt
your reason to the height of passion for that which
is just and right, that it may sing—it can direct
your passion with reason and your passion within
may then live through its own constant resurrection
like the Phoenix rising above its own ashes.
Ah, readers, GOD MOVES IN PASSION—
BUT ALWAYS IN “REASON”. AND SINCE
YOU ARE A BREATH OF GOD IN GOD’S
SPHERE, AS A LEAF IN GOD’S FOREST, YOU
TOO SHOULD REST IN REASON AND MOVE
FORWARD IN PASSION.
Can you not remember that in this very avenue
of thought—that thoughts themselves are SEEDS?
And may I remind you that you have no notion as
to what can spring from one seed, well planted.
Though you plant only ONE seed—you cannot
count the harvest of that seed—so plant well and
use Godly seeds—lest you have a harvest of
thorns, not fruit worthy of GOD.
[END QUOTING]
About what specific GOOD cause do you feel
PASSIONATE? What are you doing to further TRUTH,
BEAUTY and GOODNESS in the World? Has THIS
“seed” found fertile or stony ground in your heart? Are
you OPPOSING error or APPROVING it? Are you
ENDORSING truth or SUPPRESSING it? Make the
RIGHT choices and it is OVER for the adversary.
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AT THE FLASHPOINT
Last year around this time I introduced the graph,
“25 Years of Increasing Awareness”, covering the
period from 1987 through 2012. It is a simple chart
showing the development of an exponential
progression, wherein the x-axis value increases by
approximately 61.8% per year. It APPEARS that very
little change occurred throughout the first half of this
sequence—but the rate of change was actually quite
constant as the seeds planted bore fruit and re-seeded.
In 1999, right at the midpoint, when it
APPEARED from a mortal perspective that there was
hardly any hope at all for changing things around
(preventing the Luciferian New World Order from
becoming monolithic), right then Commander Hatonn
announced, “This time, you made it.” Right then, the
Global Alliance Investment Association claim against
the world’s banking system was perfected and the
Certificate of Debt was established. Exactly then, it
was OVER for the elite controllers. Of course, that
won’t necessarily be OBVIOUS TO ALL for a while
yet—but we are at the FLASHPOINT of awareness
NOW.
From this point on, it should BECOME obvious
that only efforts in line with the Divine Will shall bear
fruit. Everything opposed to the Divine Plan shall fail,
obviously and miserably. The Truth is coming out
and the Lie is being exposed, regularly and across the
board.
According to Commander Hatonn, OVER HALF
of those experiencing on this planet are essentially
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soul-less beings, not governed by CONSCIENCE. For
such beings, “It’s right as long as you can get away
with it”—there are no truly moral considerations.
GCH referred to them as ROBOTOIDS because they
are purely the product of the PROGRAMMING of the
mass media, education system and “environment”
(including HAARP and other frequency-based mind
control). Out of a planetary population of, say, 7
billion, somewhere around 4 billion “people” fall into
this robotoid category. (Does it make sense as to why
DEMOCRACY has been pushed as THE political
system for the World?)
What we’re working with are the remaining, say,
3 billion SOULED PEOPLE. If this 3 billion could be
awakened, the World would change massively for the
better. “If” there were “only”, “let’s say”, 144,000
souled individuals AWARE in 1987 and if that
number has increased exponentially since then as the
“seeds” of truth have been propagated, the original
144,000 have by now in 2007 increased to OVER 1.5
BILLION, OVER HALF OF THE 3 BILLION. THIS
IS THE “FLASHPOINT” (or “Tipping Point”, as
referred to by one respected author).
If you want a real reason for optimism, look at the
far right portion of the graph, covering the years
immediately ahead leading into 2012, which completes
this 25-year period of transition. Wow! Did
Somebody say, “Lies will be flooding over you like
ocean waves…”? Indeed, indeed.
TOP-LEVEL scientists have joined in the urgent
call for a re-examination of the events of 9/11, which
kicked off the bogus “War on Terror”. Example?
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Let’s just consider the very recent statement of one,
Lynn Margulis, AB, MS, PhD:
• Distinguished University Professor in the
Department of Geosciences, University of
Massachusetts - Amherst
• Elected to the National Academy of Sciences in 1983
• Former Chair, National Academy of Science’s
Space Science Board Committee on Planetary
Biology and Chemical Evolution
• Recipient of the National Medal of Science,
America’s highest honor for scientific
achievement, in 1999, presented by President
William J. Clinton
• The Library of Congress, Washington, DC,
announced in 1998 that it will permanently archive
Dr. Margulis’ papers.
• President of Sigma Xi, the scientific research
society, from 2005 - 2006
• Recipient of the Proctor Prize for scientific
achievement in 1999 from Sigma Xi
• Prior to moving to the University of
Massachusetts, Dr. Margulis was a faculty
member at Boston University for 22 years.
• Her publications span a wide-range of scientific
topics, and include original contributions to cell
biology and microbial evolution.
• Dr. Margulis is best known for contributions to
evolution, especially the theory of symbiogenesis.
Following is a statement posted on the
PatriotsQuestion911.com website, 8/27/07, by Dr,
Margulis.
[QUOTING:]
The 9/11 tragedy is the most successful and
most perverse publicity stunt in the history of
public relations. I arrive at this conclusion largely
as the result of the research and clear writing by
David Ray Griffin in his fabulous books about 9/
11. I first met him when he was a speaker at a
scholarly conference unrelated to 9/11. He
immediately impressed me as a brilliant,
outstanding philosopher-theologian-author, a
Whiteheadian scholar motivated by an intense
curiosity to know everything possible about the
world.
On the plane home and for the next two days
I did little else but read Griffin’s first book about
9/11, The New Pearl Harbor. From there I went
on to read his even more disturbing account of the
bogus 9/11 Commission Report, The 9/11
Commission Report: Omissions and Distortions,
which provides overwhelming evidence that the
official story is contradictory, incomplete, and
unbelievable.
It is clear to me that David Ray Griffin and his
fellow critics are correct: the 9/11 “new Pearl
Harbor” was planned in astonishing detail and
carried out through the efforts of a sophisticated
and large network of operatives. It was more
complex and far more successful than the Allende
assassination, the U.S. bombing of our own ship
the Maine that began the Spanish-American war
(and brought us Guam, Puerto Rico, Cuba, and the
Philippines), the Reichstag fire that was used to
justify the suspension of most civil liberties in
Germany in the 1930s, and even Operation
Himmler, which was used by Germany to justify
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the invasion of Poland, which started World War
II.
Whoever is responsible for bringing to grisly
fruition this new false-flag operation, which has
been used to justify the wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq as well as unprecedented assaults on research,
education, and civil liberties, must be perversely
proud of their efficient handiwork. Certainly, 19
young Arab men and a man in a cave 7,000 miles
away, no matter the level of their anger, could not
have masterminded and carried out 9/11: the most
effective television commercial in the history of
Western civilization.
I suggest that those of us aware and concerned
demand that the glaringly erroneous official
account of 9/11 be dismissed as a fraud and a new,
thorough, and impartial investigation be
undertaken.
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CONTACT:
WHAT ABOUT OUR LOGO?
In the course of researching 7-year-cycle material
for this issue, I came across a very interesting
discussion regarding the CONTACT logo from 14
years ago, which has EVER SO MUCH MORE
MEANING TODAY. First, here is an image of the
CONTACT logo to consider:

CONTACT Logo, “Craft” in Center
[END QUOTING]
While the “majority” (the robotoids) continue to
espouse the truth as PROGRAMMED into them, those
with a PASSION FOR THE TRUTH cannot help but
oppose the LIE, even to the detriment of their own
careers, if it must be so. There is a website listing
dozens and dozens of upper-level military people and
scientists wanting to expose the lies and re-open the 9/
11 investigation. Yet another recent article is
headlined, “End Fluoridation, Say 500 Physicians,
Dentists, Scientists and Environmentalists”.
THIS IS WHAT THE FLASHPOINT LOOKS
LIKE: people waking up from a nightmare of lies
permeating every aspect of society; people starting to
work together to straighten up the mess; desperate liars
being uncovered in every aspect of their lies.
SOMETHING REALLY GOOD IS ABOUT TO
HAPPEN. THIS IS THE “GOOD NEWS” FOR
WHICH A FEW HAVE WORKED SO VERY
DILIGENTLY AND SO MANY MORE HAVE
WAITED FOR SO LONG!
Of course, DIS-ILLUSION-MENT (the
breakdown of the illusion) is not going to be entirely
painless. Too many people, especially in the affluent
Western societies, have put too much value on
POSSESSIONS—mere “things” and “money”—
ensuring the blinders are in place to ignore the plight
of others “less fortunate”. That bubble will very likely
burst in order to get back to REAL VALUES. It has
been obvious for some time that for most Western
people to wake up, they probably have to be “hit
where it hurts”—in their pocketbooks and possessions.
MUST there be an economic collapse? NO, but I
think you can see one shaping up rather ominously—
and no solution in sight OTHER THAN THE DIVINE
PLAN, which stands “ready, willing and able” AS
SOON AS THE VESSELS ARE MADE CLEAN TO
RECEIVE THE ABUNDANCE.
The DIVINE PLAN calls for “Third World”
nations to be brought UP to “First World” standards—
as opposed to dropping “First World” nations to
“Third World” status, which was the New World
Order gang’s intention, along with massive
depopulation because “how many slaves do you need”.
IT CAN BE DONE but it shall be done on God’s
terms—with the PROPER INTENT—or there’s Hell
to pay. HOWSOEVER things develop, we stand at
the threshold of COSMIC BROTHERHOOD.

On September 5, 1993, Commander Hatonn had the
following insights to share. I wonder how many people
AT THE TIME could grasp the meaning. Pay special
attention to the part of the transcript in bold text.
[QUOTING, meeting tape 930905-2b, GCH
speaking:]
Let’s talk about Organization a little bit. I
don’t want to embarrass anyone or particularly to
name names but continually it comes up, what
about our logo.
What about our logo?
Well, you’re getting pretty close to the very
logo that is worn on the command of Sananda/Esu.
This thing is a triangle, if you look at it flat on a
piece of paper. It represents the pyramid. “Well,
that is an evil sign. Look at the Illuminati, look on
your dollar bill, this all-seeing eye up here on the
crest of the pyramid or the triangle.” Within that
there is a circle. And then we have the energy
bolt—and a craft. That’s a Command insignia.
Now, we could take away the triangle because that
makes ones look and say, “Well that’s an evil
symbol.”
Who did what first? We did not come up with
our logo after they came up with theirs. Hold that
in your heart FOREVER. Why do you think that
in Lemuria and Atlantis and all of these ancient
civilizations as they are uncovered you will find
the symbol of the serpent? Why did they go down
in the first place? Because they became SO
EVIL—so devouring of everything lifesustaining—that they perished. And that’s what’s
going to be dug up when these civilizations—for
the most part—you’re going to have to look very
hard for the truth and the balance of God because
these physical places are schoolrooms. And when
they finally go down, they are going to go down in
goriness (?) and evil—and that’s what you’re going
to find. So you have to be very careful when you
write and restructure history—that, “Oh, there is
that serpent of HEALING!” BS! And I think you
understand it now a little bit better. What is the
caduceus? …
So let’s go back now and look at the
Organization. The pyramid in our logo is one of
the most eternal signs of the Universe—so no, I
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won’t get rid of it. And we will go back to
utilizing our feathered friend as soon as that’s
feasible …
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I’m not going to make much comment on these
“other” caducei but it is obvious that the CONTACT
logo relates to some versions of this symbol. IT IS
THE SYMBOL OF TRANS-DIMENSIONAL LIFE.
As always, the USURPERS have taken even the
symbology of goodness and applied it to evil purpose.
CONTACT—as it applies to contact with the
etheric Hosts of God, such as Commander Hatonn—
involves a dimension-transiting “craft” depicted at the
center of the logo.

[END QUOTING]
At this point I must confess I got a little bit
sidetracked. A quick look at the images below might
help you to understand why.

Strange “Dharma” Caduceus

Dental Practice Caduceus, Inverted Triangle

Caduceus of the Chakras

The “energy bolt” has a sideways TRANSITION
as it parallels the horizontal PLANE (separating
dimensions?), which we could equate to the 25-year
Transition Period running from 1987 through 2012.
Year One (1) of the new calendar of counting
began in 1987, the same year that the brilliant light
from one of the brightest supernovas ever (and
certainly one of the most unusual), Supernova
SN1987a, was first observed. The diagram from the
University of New Hampshire’s Experimental Space
Plasma Group on the facing page shows the forces of
compression and expansion at the center of Supernova
SN1987a—WHICH LOOK REMARKABLY LIKE A
“CRAFT”. YES, THERE ARE DIRECT LINKS
BETWEEN THE CONTACT LOGO WITH ITS
“CRAFT”, THE “MISSION” WHICH BEGAN IN
1987 and SN1987A.
At the center of the Phoenix logo, although it is
not readily discernible on the masthead, is a STAR,
further tying things together.

Dental Association Caduceus
Using the Triangle and the Circle

You might recall the beautiful color photo of the
Crab Nebula from the last issue and the notation that
the Crab Nebula is the “remnant” of a tremendous
supernova from the year 1054 (Gregorian).

Native American Caduceus

Witch’s Caduceus
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Scientists Picture “Craft”
At the Center of SN1987a
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The Pope’s Prophecies
As we work on understanding the unfolding of the
greatest MYSTERIES of all time, it is more than just
“nice” to have the Guidance provided by Commander
Hatonn. For instance, we have always been told that
NOTHING is fore-ordained as to the specifics of
TIMING; everything is a sequence of events.
Accordingly, when it is said, “Pope John writes of
Heavenly Visitors, arriving by June of 1995 in flaming
chariots of steel”—we KNOW to IGNORE THE
DATE and focus only on the substance of this
confirmed (by Commander Hatonn) prophecy. I will
use the technique of striking through the given dates
to add clarity to the real message.
For the benefit of GCH’s insights into this subject
matter, let’s turn to a pair of writings from September
1, fourteen years ago.
[QUOTING:]
GCH 9/1/93
9/1/93 #1—HATONN
THE POPE’S PROPHECIES
... I am asked if these prophecies as received
by this prior Pope are valid—as found in his
personal diary. YES—except that it could not be
seen at the time as to whether or not the peace
might come sooner than expected. It looks like he
will have incorrect projections (this week) as to the
time of wondrous peace and war. It looks, surely,
like the war-mongers will gain the day. His other
prophecies HAVE COME ABOUT! ...
[RK: The rest of this writing is presented
following this section on the Pope’s prophecies.]
9/1/93 #2—HATONN
THE POPE’S DIARY OF PREDICTIONS

Credit University of New Hampshire
Experimental Space Plasma Group

Illustration of forces at the center of SN1987a shows what looks like a “craft” or literal STARSHIP.

SN1987A
In the Large Magellanic Cloud

WHEN WE TALK ABOUT A “SUPERNOVA”,
THE BIRTHING PLACE OF A NEW SOLAR
SYSTEM, ARE WE NOT TALKING ABOUT
EXACTLY THE SAME PHENOMENON AS THE
“LEGEND” OF THE PHOENIX RISING FROM ITS
ASHES? PERHAPS THERE IS SOMETHING TO
THOSE OLD LEGENDS AFTER ALL?
On these facing pages, you see images of the
“craft”, a “being” at the center of SN1987a (image to
the left), the Phoenix and a diagram of the forces at
the center of SN1987a—and they are all INTERCHANGEABLE!
It has been said that Esu/Jmmanuel (“Jesus”) went
to prepare a place for us and Commander Hatonn has
let us know that the place HAS BEEN PREPARED.
No doubt there will be more REVELATIONS but for
now let’s turn to certain prophecies as written by Pope
John XXIII to see how they line up.

This is going to distress most of you readers
simply because YOU WILL HAVE ALREADY
HEARD MOST OF IT IN THE SAME TYPE OF
PREDICTIONS AS WELL AS WITNESSING
THE HAPPENINGS COMING FORTH. We will
simply offer it as is for it more recently comes via
a radio personality. Since we have offered many
things from this periodical resource before, don’t
hasten to put this aside as “old hat” information for
we note that man needs repetition of such things in
order to “order” his journey. I do wish I could
present to you as happy an “ending” as does this
prior Pope but then, again, glory and peace is in
the eye of the beholder and he found his!
[QUOTING (Originally printed in INSIGHT
magazine and titled “A Pope’s Predictions to the
Year 2000”):]
[The Editor’s note: The following is from
the diary of Pope John the 23rd who reigned
from 1958 to 1963. [H: A lot of you will well
remember this man and the strange
circumstances which ended his reign—keep
that in full conscious relationship with today
and today’s Pope.] This copy that appears in
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total was distributed by certain groups in several
Catholic Churches in Metro Manila.]
The world will suffer through a painful
period of violent war, deadly famine and
destructive natural disasters over the next eight
years. That nightmare will be followed by a
lengthy stretch of love and harmony, a beautiful
and serene Heaven on Earth.
These startling predictions come from the
sensational lost diary of Pope John the 23rd, the
beloved Pontiff who died June 3, 1963. The
dusty weather-bound diary containing
handwritten predictions was found by a Vatican
cleaning woman who was sorting through boxes
stacked in a little-used storage room. The entries
clearly spell out the assassination of John F.
Kennedy, America’s plunge into the Vietnam war,
unrest in the Middle East and the fall of
Communism—years before they took place.
Later entries call for even more troubled times.
Pope John had periodic visits from both
Jesus and the Virgin Mary, says a reverend who
has poured over these wondrous tales. The
sessions in the Pope’s chambers resulted in
fantastic glimpses into the future of mankind.
The Pope was saddened to learn that
conditions will get much worse before they take
a sudden sensational turn in the year 2000 that
will return the world to its pristine beauty that
was here for Adam and Eve.
Pope John writes of Heavenly Visitors,
arriving by June of 1995 in flaming chariots
of steel. These special visitors will arrive at
the height of despair and help man heal his
wounds and work together to right all the
horrible wrongs.
Father D’Angelo, now 73-years old, has
agreed to release some of the diary entries made
between February of 1959 and April of 1963.
The scrawled messages reveal a frightened and
excited Pontiff who decided to keep his
meetings with the Christ and the Madonna a
secret. The first appearance of Christ took
place on February 12, 1959. Pope John notes,
“Dear God I have been blessed like no man
before me. The Savior has granted me a special
audience here in my chambers. He tells me that
I have been chosen to hear the Truth no matter
how awful it may be. It scares me a bit to be
so entrusted but I am honored all the same.
Jesus tells me the Virgin Mary will come soon
to deliver the first news of what will be.”
ENTRIES:
April 7, 1959: She is more beautiful than I
had ever imagined. The Madonna is a JOY to
behold. I just wish her message was a positive
one. She says in four years time the world will
lose a great leader and a powerful nation will
find itself involved in a conflict it cannot win.
The fighting will take its toll on the battlefield
and from within as the population despises the
loss of its young men. The Holy Mother sheds
tears as she describes the heartbreaking vision.
August 17, 1959: The Madonna’s second
visit is much like the first. She speaks sadly of

unrest in her homeland, a change in the balance
of power and much blood being spilled in the
sand. She said several “madmen” will send
their people into battles in the name of God but
the Creator has nothing to do with these
senseless struggles among BROTHERS.
January 30, 1960: Christ comes to me
again. I yearn to tell my fellow Christians of
these miraculous appearances but I am advised
to keep quiet until the time is right. I cannot
help but think I could perhaps head-off some of
the trouble which looms for us all. But Christ
tells me that misery must take place for the
Master Plan to succeed.
June 13, 1960: The Virgin Mary says the
world will get a false sense of hope thirty years
from now when the chains of repression are
shattered throughout Eastern Europe. The joy,
however, will be short-lived, as the freed people
fight among themselves on how to run their
countries. Thousands of poor and innocent
children will perish due to the foolishness of
their fathers.
March 6, 1961: Just when I thought my
Heavenly visits were over, the Madonna comes
to me again. She seems tired of the heartaches
she must share with me. My heart aches to see
“Him hurting so”. The news again is
foreboding. The early 1990s will be a period of
deadly natural disasters. She says “paradise”
will be struck by powerful winds and waves,
while killer floods and violent earthquakes will
shatter man’s dwellings. By the middle of the
decade regional skirmishes will develop into
full-fledged conflicts. As the casualties mount,
world-wide famine will strike. The devastation
will be like none seen before—especially
throughout Africa where millions will perish.
September 23, 1961: She has returned with
yet more bad news. It is becoming truly
difficult for this humble servant to hear such
overwhelming hardships. The Madonna tells
me terrifying diseases will be unleashed on the
already weakened population of the world by
late 1984. Wars will begin to wind down
because the fighting nations will be greatly
weakened from within. This is the beginning of
the change. Hallelujah!
May 19, 1962: From the Heavens will
appear “the Saviors”. THEY will arrive on
June 5, 1995 and begin their task of assisting in
the clean-up and repair of the environment and
the crippled countries. Many will fear these
odd-looking beings but they come in peace and
will, with God’s guidance, transform Earth from
a charred, spinning lot to a lush oasis in
space. The survivors will flourish in a world
without war, disease or hatred. My heart is
finally at peace with this knowledge that
there is hope for humanity.
July 2, 1962: The Madonna tells me that
this will be her final visit. It is a joyous one for
she shares tremendous news. As the year 1998
arrives our Heavenly friends will have shared
much of their advanced knowledge. Mankind
will at last wipe out most of its diseases and our
life-span will increase to the length of those
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listed in the Bible. The visitors will also share
the remarkable power of resurrection and throngs
of wrongly dead will rise again. Finally, a
wondrous miracle will take place in the sky above
New York City, December 25, 2000 when
millions will witness the sensational appearance of
a Messiah who will announce the new beginning
of a second “paradise” here on Earth.
Pope John 23rd died a year later—before he
had a chance to release his predictions. Experts
say the diary is 100% authentic. They urge
people to prepare themselves for even leaner
times before the beginning of the next century.
[END OF QUOTING]
I realize that this was not sent again to me in
error or lack of desire for comment even though
the one sending it is my own beloved son-brother.
What is missing from that which I have
prepared you for? If you have missed the telling—
go look again for from the beginning of our
presence in this place—wording through these
hands, we have told you this.
You will have to understand that there are
misinterpretations as one speaks of renewal.
KNOW that there is a place PREPARED for
you of God’s people. God-willing, there shall also
be a planet which can recover in her beauty and
life-flow. WE are the messengers of which it is
spoken—is THAT so hard to hold in your hearts?
Can you not see the work of God at every turn—
as well as that of the Evil CHALLENGERS to God
and Truth?
Do “I” have joy in my task? Beyond your
imaginings!! Do “I” have pain in my breast-place
at that which I witness and that which is brought
against our people? Indeed—but that too shall pass
away as the glory unfolds.
Why is it so hard to believe and understand?
Because ye blessed lambs are but “people of the
LIE!” and not able to see and hear Truth as it is
about you for you are blinded and deafened by the
lies of presentation and trained by the electronic
and human brainwashing of an insane plan for your
destruction and enslavement.
I am a bit interested in the “odd-looking”
description but then, again, YOU look a bit odd to
us in your heavy cloaks of flesh and dreary bones.
I was asked about the subject of “abnormal” in a
recent meeting—my response: “Everyone on Earth
seems quite abnormal to me.”
There is so much left out of these short
predictions. That Pope was a Godly man efforting
to rise above the corruption come upon “his”
church—or at the least, the realization of same.
You see, a “man” can only hide so long from Truth
before it runs him over. When “realization” hits
and the confrontation of ability to “change” a thing
happens—it is over for that one for his enemies
will not allow him to longer live to tell and the
heart within cannot bear the burden in continuing.
It is “murder” either way you define the death of
body which ensues.
Will these things come to pass? Most
surely! Not only will they come to pass—look
again at the dates of entries—but many have
already become present.
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Will there be “chariots” of “steel”? No!
Our “chariots” are not made of “steel” as you
recognize—but it’s close enough!
Your world, which bore its own SOUL, has
already departed and awaits her children. That
which lives and breathes and awaits the cleansing
to continue her journey has lost her conscious soul
in all that seems to be reality. She writhes in her
pains of recovery for she has already passed
through her birthing pangs. The collective
prevalence of “thought” coming from your planet
into the Lighted Realms of expression is indeed
dark unto the void. But I remind you-of-the-Lion:
the battle is not yet but barely joined—and GOD
WINS!
Will we bring forth that which can be used by
the “children”? Oh yes, what think ye that Dharma
has been doing whilst her fingers were silent?
Indeed we bring that which you need—but
whether or not you use it is your own choice.
Will it be allowed distribution? Come, come,
chelas—what think ye? Of course not! [RK:
The production of miraculous New Gaia
Products was shut down on a technicality 7
years ago—7 years after this was written—and
all efforts to get them out since then have been
met with resistance. Oh, well?] It becomes a
fact—it is up to you and choices of your soul.
How long will you allow the Beast to roam and
destroy? Dharma no longer even asks for a
vacation or a holiday—she pleads for a single hour
away from this KNOWING. There is no way
“away” once you KNOW for there is no
“UN”knowing.
She, like you, must look beyond and unto the
GOAL, for in so doing with intent of Godly
purpose—YOU SHALL PREVAIL FOR YOU
CAN CREATE. YOUR ENEMY CAN ONLY
MANIPULATE AND DESTROY THAT WHICH
IS PHYSICALLY ALREADY CREATED.
In the ever present drive toward the goal—the
pathway is but a passage to be “crossed” and the
things which abound to pull you down will but
strengthen you. The body and mind grows
weary—the SOUL DOES NOT! And, dear ones,
IF I need to carry you in your fatigue and
distress—so shall it be! Turn FROM GOD and the
journey will be more and more distressed in the
absence of God. Your “voted-in” rules in the
“name” of God will be as the destructive misfire of
the bomb still in your hands.
Go ahead and laugh at the taking of “Christ”
from X-mas. It is not the birthdate of the Master
Teacher at ANY calculation. Moreover, you can
spell it any way you wish—it changes not one iota
of the Truth of it. You can call me John, Paul,
Mary, Dick or Ezekiel and it will make not one
breath of difference as to WHO I AM!
I AM THAT I AM—WHO MIGHT YOU BE?
SALU!
dharma
The entirety of Pope John XXIII’s entries may
never be known but we are thankful for that which has
escaped into the public domain.
As a footnote to the foregoing: Much has been
written about the Third Prophecy of Fatima and it
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appears that the full story of the “Third Secret” has
also been withheld from public scrutiny. Luigi
Cardinal Ciappi, personal theologian to four Popes up
to and including Pope John Paul II, wrote: “In the
Third Secret it is foretold, among other things, that the
great apostasy in the Church begins at the top.” That
makes sense, in a World of the Lie.
How many people know that the one man most
responsible for covering up the epidemic of pedophilia
in the Catholic Church for decades was none other
than Cardinal Ratzinger, the current Pope? Or that the
renowned Pope John Paul II sold Zyklon-B gas to the
Germans during World War II?
The rest of the first wrting from September 1,
1993 is every bit as interesting as the focus on the
Pope’s prophecies. We now return to pick up the rest
of that piece.
[QUOTING, GCH 9/1/93—#1 (continued):]
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play with the Luciferians if he so chooses—and he
so-chooses. So be it. Many come, my friends;
FEW make it.
So, does he have a mission? Oh my, yes—the
only problem is, on whose side? It will unfold in
its proper sequence—for the privacy of individual
is in point. No man knows the contract of
another—nor SHOULD YOU. He will do that
which he will do—and you nor I shall sit in
judgment!
When a man is not sure of God—he is tossed
on the waves of the tempest and latches onto the
first plank that comes by which he finds
comforting and suitable. Usually Satan sends that
neat plank and while you dally about, strutting on
that flimsy board—the life raft floats on by. It is
the story of the ages.
ROMANOFF FAMILY AND RUSSIA

LOST SOUL
... You ones struggle with “right” and “wrong”,
when you KNOW both. You fight and strain
against the bindings coming down but you have no
idea of what you are against or even fully attend
that which you are ABOUT. AMERICA HAS A
SOUL, CHELAS, A SOUL WHICH SHE HAS
NOW LOST! You can even reclaim your
Constitution but you CANNOT RECLAIM YOUR
SOUL—look around you. Only now can you, as
an individual, claim your own and if enough would
so do—you might well bring back a goodly SOUL
into your nation—but NOT AS YOU ARE! Don’t
act like you do not understand me or my words
FOR YOU CERTAINLY DO!
Denouncing “ME” does not make me unreal or
false—it makes the speaker a fool! To assume
God would leave His people unattended when even
that book so cited promises God’s help, in fact, is
indeed moronic and in-credible to the speaker. I do
not claim to be this “Christ Jesus” and I am NOT
on your place—so how can I be “FALSE”? False
what? False WHO? Do I speak in Godly manner
as to Truth of circumstances and necessary journey
in Godly direction? Do I suggest you take up guns
and murder as defense for selves? Do I offer
politics and physical greed of “stuff”? NO—I am
exactly who I claim myself to be—sent as a
messenger, as Host, in preparation for the coming
upon your place of GOD to attend His property.
Your own books say it. What seems so strange
about our presence? You better start listening and
reading the FACTS and stop the running off at the
lips and tongue instead.
The people WORTHY OF RUNNING
AMERICA AS IT HAS BECOME—ARE IN
POWER AND RUNNING IT! You basically
have a soulless nation and only the Elite of Satan
are “worthy”. So, why inquire of ME as to Mr.
Gritz? He continues to practice the Secret Orders
of the Freemasons and work within the realms of
the physical advantage-takers of a world gone mad.
Is he “different” from any other “man”? No, the
fact that he is NOT is what distresses you ones
who sought and fought for his leadership.
To find that he is fallible “man” is what rends
your heart. He has every right, as do you each, to

By the way, Americans, when you go about
your investigations—how can you be sure you
KNOW what is real and what is fabrication? Does
anyone remember when I spoke of the family of
“Romanoff” of Russia? Did I not tell you that
there was a greater connection with those of Russia
than you might envision since the Bolshevik
Revolution and the take-over by Communism?
Well, one of these days when time is
available—we shall begin to clear the decks and
give credit to one Aleksei Nicholaevich Romanoff
who was (is) heir to the All-Russian Imperial
Throne. Does it not seem strange that the attention
continually turns back to the murders of this
family, etc? [RK: Yes, and this subject just
made the news AGAIn within the past week!]
Why? Because this is what the Elite Scoundrels
always do when Truth is being made public—they
go about denial through all sorts of contortions and
pronouncements of stupid fluff.
Just as with the Kennedy assassination, one
comes forward with the “REAL” truth, publishes it,
and forevermore—you go to sleep. No indeed,
Aleksei Nicholaevich Romanoff lived ON and ON
AND HAS BEEN A REAL BURR UNDER THE
TAIL OF THE ELITE KHAZARIAN ZIONIST
THIEVES OF RUSSIA!
Am I again about to get bafflingly
controversial and about to unfold The Truth as it
happened in even the Bolshevik murders?? Yes.
Dharma is faint of heart—I am not. It was all
sponsored and aided and abetted by the Elite
Banksters called Rothschild and Rockefeller, et al.,
so it is important for you to know HOW LONG
you have been actively supporting the murderers of
your planet. This is just one more tiny focus—but
there are still some of those “Romanoffs” around
and quite alive. I would greatly beware of the
“DOUBLE EAGLE” for that which you believe
to be dead and buried is NOT! [RK: The
double eagle is also the symbol of the House of
Faberge—of FRANCE—and yes, they are
connected.] Is this good or bad? It depends on
WHO YOU ARE and WHAT you consider
“right”. This is the same as asking as to whether
or not the “space cadet aliens” from “out-there
somewhere” are enemies or friends. If you serve
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the physical Satan groups of Anti-Christ—you
have problems for WE are your enemy. If you
serve GOD then we are most certainly far more
than friends.
REAGAN AND SPACE BROTHERS
By the way, you can thank Mr. Reagan for
your final denial of association, in a magnificent
way, with brothers from “space”.
We met with heads of states—and even sat with
Mr. Reagan while a TREATY AND CONTRACT
was drawn AND SIGNED! There would be a
working relationship with brothers from “out there”
and during this time of confusion “water” would be
exchanged for technology and assistance TO YOUR
NATION SPECIFICALLY (the U.S.A.). An
agreement was signed and then when it was finished
the Commander in charge was taken into custody
forcibly and was incarcerated in the midst of great
laughter and “bury the dude”. Now, please, realize
that Reagan was a duped puppet simply dancing to a
tune from the music box of another’s choice—so
don’t be too hard on him. He had his puppet-masters
at hand at the time.
The need was not really FOR water but could
be used as a basis for exchange—not nice fresh
water—but old dirty sea water for reclamation.
The agreement was clearly voided and was never
intended to be honored by your governments.
As the Commander was taken away he turned
to the gathered Elite and said: “You are finished!
I will see to your destruction! You are through—
it is but a matter of time!” There was more
laughter and knee slapping as the other “space”
aliens escaped from the room and did get away
very nicely. The one in chains VANISHED by the
next day—without a trace! Ah-hummnn!
It was at that time that Mr. Reagan came on
the airwaves in a big boo-boo. He petitioned,
on television, the Russians to join forces that
you might have protection from outer-space
aliens.
It was allowed airing—ONCE!
However, that was enough—for millions of you
HEARD it and saw him!
So—are these my “friends”? Not at all!
THEY have trouble “in River City” and it gets
thicker and deeper. ...
[END QUOTING]
It is a simple matter to search Google Video for
references to Reagan and aliens. Reagan said:
“If suddenly there was a threat to this world from
some other species, from another planet, outside in the
Universe, we’d forget all the little local differences
that we have between our countries.”
And addressing the UN: “Perhaps we need some
outside, universal threat to make us recognize this
common bound. I occasionally think how quickly our
differences worldwide would vanish, if we were facing
an alien threat from outside this world. And yet, I ask
you, ‘Is not an alien force already among us?’”
Is it really so wise to ridicule and poke mock at the
HOSTS OF GOD? One can only wonder how much
intelligent life there is ON this world. But for you who
KNOW—SHARE THE GOOD NEWS!
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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What Are YOU Doing?
The following writing was READ INTO THE
RECORD of a meeting on this same date 13 years ago
BY EJ EKKER. Can it be argued he did not
understand what was written?
8/28/94—# 1 HATONN
OUT OF THE CLOSETS
Friends, you are going to have to consider what
you do, think, and upon that which you focus. For
example? You should be efforting to understand
YOUR possible purpose and participation in this
wondrous play. ...
[RK: A section captioned, “DON’T WORRY
ABOUT GERMAIN” has been redacted at this point.]
STOP AND LOOK AROUND
WHAT DO YOU CONTRIBUTE?
What do YOU do to make ME feel that YOU
should be, say, placed in charge of something or
another? What have you done within MY
INSTRUCTIONS to get ready, structure, confer, keep
silent vigil and discretion and on and on? Do you
consider the task you are “waiting” for, for most are
“waiting” and while waiting do very little toward the
overall stability of anything—while talking, talking,
bragging, assuming ego status and actually causing the
events awaited TO BE CONTINUALLY
DELAYED—BECAUSE OF YOUR ASSUMED
“DO IT MY WAY”! How many PROMISES have
YOU made for the rewards of ANOTHER’S
structured labors? Have you “gotten your house in
order” or are you just focused on getting “my (your)”
impressive house? WHY? Why do YOU, in fact,
always try so hard to bypass me? You want me to
fulfill your prayers and consummate your dreams—but
what do you do to make it secure and worthy?
Most ones come to “my focus” in hopes of finding
a “God of some kind” that “fits their wants”. I come
from the “REAL THING” and it hardly EVER fits
man’s WANTS! THAT IS WHAT IS WRONG
WITH MANKIND—HIS “WANTS”! Then when
there is a bit of reminding and new lessons—most will
GO and lick their wounds, gather into little batches
and convince one another that “whatever” is “ok”.
NO—if it not be Godly—it is NOT “ok”. My job is
not to go around hitting you, spanking you or even
mentally prodding you. I HAVE A MISSION—YOU
HAVE A MISSION—AND WOULDN’T IT BE
WONDROUS IF ALL OF US WOULD BE
MATURE ENOUGH TO ACCEPT OUR OWN
RESPONSIBILITIES? Just by “being” and “coming
into proximity” with me or my mission—is not
“ANYTHING”! If you cannot do what goodness you
would do “elsewhere”—why do you think you will do
great and wondrous things “here”?
Do you think there has been “magic” somehow—
here? No, the same guidance is available
EVERYWHERE—anywhere and everywhere. No
one has responsibility to choose or direct or ACCEPT

your responsibility—most are too busy trying to bring
their own survival into fruition—not attend YOUR
druthers or perceived mistreatments. Ones wish to be
“managers” and “directors”, “supervisors” and “kingpins” when there is yet NOTHING to “run”, much less
is demand of such responsibility in action PROVEN as
to capability—almost every time there is conflict.
Tehachapi may well be a place where I need to do
some things. I HAVE NO RIGHT or assumption that
YOU have anything to do here—or anywhere for that
matter. We are NEVER going to be “BIG” here or
anywhere—ANYWHERE! THINGS MAY WELL
GET DONE—BUT INDIVIDUALS HERE ARE
NOT GOING TO BE “BIG SHOTS” AND THE
MINUTE THAT YOU THINK THERE WILL BE
THAT KIND OF DISPLAY OF EITHER
CONTROL OR FORCE—YOU WILL FIND
YOURSELF SUCKING AIR IN THE POND,
FRIENDS. I don’t want to run your business—BUT
NEITHER SHALL YOU RUN MINE. I can, further,
tell that most of you are not suited to even help me
run mine—because there is so much avoidance of ME
while you run “my business” your way—even if you
have to lose EVERYTHING in the processing of
efforts at acquisition. Oh but, you “said” you wanted
to do this or that? ACTIONS ALWAYS SPEAK
FAR MORE CLEARLY AND LOUDLY TO ME
THAN ANY WORDS IN ANY LANGUAGE!
DHARMA’S GOT IT MADE?
… [M]any are walking through the pits of Hell
every day JUST TO HOPEFULLY MAKE A
BETTER PASSAGE FOR CITIZENS OF THE
WORLD TO TRAVEL. It may well appear that
YOU could and would do better if you had her
advantages of her task. Would you? Then why
haven’t you?
SILENT AND/OR NOISY WARS WITHIN
EVERY being, physical or etheric, has a private
war ongoing. This is the task of learning and living
being played out in active motion. It is how you
handle these private contradictions, confrontations and
“wars” that provides the recognition of growth,
regression, progression or just plain “ego” entrapment.
“Well, that’s just too big to chew,” most say, “I
need little experiences and recognition and then I can
serve BETTER.” Say what? We speak of a planet in
peril—AND YOU STILL WANT YOUR LESSONS
DONE FOR YOU AND YOUR HARD LUMPS
CHEWED IN ADDITION? No, thank you—ego slips
up on you from the backside EVERY time. It comes
and says, “Come on, you know better than that vaporgoon!” Do you? Fine! Go do your “better”
somewhere outside MY BUSINESS! WHY DO YOU
INTERFERE IN MY BUSINESS—I DO NOT
INTERFERE IN YOURS!?! Next comes, “I just want
to serve God!” Fine, where is God? Why is God?
WHO IS GOD? HOW is God?
About all I can add to this subject is that when
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all those nice groupies—how far have you ascended?
HOW SUCCESSFUL (IN ANYTHING) HAVE YOU
BEEN SO FAR? THEN WHY DO YOU INSIST ON
RUNNING MY BUSINESS? FURTHER, WHAT
EARTHLY REASON WOULD I HAVE TO TURN
OVER THE MOST IMPORTANT TASKS IN THE
UNIVERSE—TO YOU OF NARROW INTENT
AND ACCEPTANCE?
Oh, I see, you “gave at the office”. Fine, the
office will double your MONEY back—will that start
us even?? CAN’T YOU HAVE BOTH? I promise
you something, readers: IF YOU CANNOT FIND
JOY IN HAVING LITTLE—YOU WILL ONLY
SO, IF IT LOOKS…
HAVE MISERY PILED UPON MISERY WHEN YOU
HAVE MUCH—AND STILL HAVE NO SOUL
So, if it appears as we move through these days FULFILLMENT AS TO HOW TO MANAGE IT.
that somehow “Hatonn gets more, etc.”, let us ponder
TRUTH. HATONN KNOWS GOD AND MISSION,
POLITICS AND CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM
THE WAY, THE HOW, THE WHY, THE
APPROXIMATE “WHEN” AND THE WHO. IF
… YOU CAN WAIT UNTIL “THE MONEY
YOU DON’T—THEN WHY DO YOU PROCLAIM COMES” UNTIL HELL FREEZES. IF YOU ARE
RIGHT TO RUN MY MISSION? OR, REAP FROM NOT DOING SOMETHING “NOW”—YOU WILL
MY MISSION—YOUR WAY? Who gets in your NEVER DO ANYTHING OF GREATNESS “WHEN
way of success and joy? You! NO ONE BUT YOU! THE MONEY COMES” BECAUSE YOU HAVE
Further, when you feel “put upon”—WHO IS TO LAID NO FOUNDATION UPON WHICH TO
“BLAME”? NO ONE FORCED YOU INTO UTILIZE IT WISELY OR EFFECTIVELY! YOU
ANYTHING—HERE! We were going about our CANNOT RIDE THE COATTAILS INTO
business long before any other showed up.
FREEDOM OR HEAVEN!
But if you cannot “make it” here in service as
A guard at the prison which houses Ronn said to
CLAIMED IN INTENT—you did not make it, YOU Rick, “Boy, it seems that all who want and struggle
ARE NOT MAKING IT ANYWHERE ELSE—NOR for freedom and Constitution just end up filling up the
SHALL YOU UNTIL ATTITUDES ARE prisons.” Right-on! Where were YOU? Waiting? Is
CHANGED.
You see, IF YOU WERE it not sad that the ones who just sit and wait for the
SUCCESSFUL—YOU WOULD STILL BE welfare checks and watch brain-dead TV aren’t
“THERE”! BY “SUCCESS” I MEAN MANY WAITING IN THOSE PRISON cells where they
THINGS—HARDLY ANY OF WHICH IS could more comfortably continue the waiting and
RELATIVE TO MONEY. DOING GOD’S WORK watching—and let your leaders OUT? Ah, I think you
IS NOT HAPHAZARD NOR EGO-ORIENTED, so are “getting it”! That wouldn’t work, would it? I
don’t lie to selves or especially to ME in your ongoing suggest you think carefully about these things, then
pious opinions and reason why you are somehow observe your own offspring, your own lives, your own
better, more qualified, and other things better left qualifications and demands—and pretend you are
unsaid. If you wish to balance a world and regain “boss” over a project or business—WOULD YOU
FREEDOM in constitutional “rightness” then you are HIRE YOU AND PUT YOU IN CHARGE? OF
going to stop the incredible bashing that you continue WHAT? SO BE IT! HARD LESSONS? DO YOU
to do in order to make self feel more important THAN WANT TO CONTINUE TO FLUNK
the guy next door. If a man is doing his job—he has KINDERGARTEN OR GET ON WITH
no time nor inclination to look to see who else may UNIVERSAL EXPRESSION?? PLANT YOUR
not be doing his own. And if you can’t “cut it” when ROOTS IN THE FANTASYLAND OF
there is nothing going on—HOW IN GOD’S NAME KINDERGARTEN AND THERE SHALL YOU
DO YOU EXPECT TO LEAD AND DO IT WHEN REMAIN.
THERE “IS” SOMETHING? WE HAVE NO
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO CAUSE ME
GROUPS, NO COMMUNAL ANYTHING. WE DO TO CHOOSE YOU FOR RESPONSIBILITY?
GOOD BUSINESS BASED ON CAPABILITY— WHAT ARE YOU DOING NOW—AND I MEAN,
NOT STATUS OR SENIORITY. IF YOU DON’T OTHER THAN READING THIS OR LISTENING?
LIKE IT, I AM SORRY. DO YOU SEE? I AM DO YOU LABOR IN THE VINEYARDS—OR DO
GOING NO WHERE. I WAS HERE FIRST— YOU AWAIT THE GRAPES? OR THE WINE?
DOING MY JOB! YOU WILL DO YOURS—OR DO YOU USE YOUR HANDS—OR YOUR
MOVE ON< STAY PUT OR DO WHATEVER IT IS MOUTH? I AM NOT BEING “HARD” —BUT IT
YOU THINK YOU WANT TO DO—BUT NOT IS A “HARD” JOURNEY—APPARENTLY. STAY
RUN MY BUSINESS. I MAY NOT FILL YOUR IN THE LIGHT AND PLAY IN GOD’S PLAY
NEEDS OF QUALIFICATIONS—SO GO AWAY; AND IT IS NOT HARD—CERTAINLY NOT IN
NO ONE ASKED YOU TO PUT UP WITH AND DECISION MAKING WHEN CHOICES ARE
ENDURE MY “WAY”.
GOOD OR EVIL.
We will assume that you find your task very
I will walk WITH you; I will guide you—yea,
important and want to make sure it is done your way. CARRY YOU—but I will not even take a breath
Well, it hasn’t been RIGHT or SUCCESSFUL so far. to help you HELP THE ADVERSARY! IF
All of you who practiced and planned for ascension in FAILURE PLAGUES YOU—EVEN IN YOUR

OWN DISCERNMENT OF THE TERM
“FAILURE”— YOU HAD BETTER LOOK AT
SELF AND SEE, PERHAPS, WHY! When MY
ASSETS, for instance, are brought forth TO ME, then
and only then—will MY PROJECTS go into bearing
fruit. Look carefully to see if perhaps YOU are
holding up the flow. Because you do not SEE me
does not mean that I am not there! …
One reason we work so often with “mature”
persons is that they are ready to pass on the work—
to the suitable ones. If they (you) are still demanding
it to be YOUR way, when that way is narrow and selforiented—you are going to get your feelings “hurt”.
You want a “vacation”? Do your work properly and
then there are ones to take responsibility and you will
have EARNED your respite.
You will have to learn that YOUR wants—ARE
NOT SOMEONE ELSE’S DEMANDS!
I am gathering up all of Cinderella’s glass slippers
to ever-ever land. I am tossing out myriads of “hard
knocks” shoes and let’s see who tries cramming their
feet into them—or will mold and meld self to grow
beyond the bindings of the shoes themselves. If you
only wait for the diamond slipper—it is hard to
believe that you shall find it—save on another’s
foot—WHO DIDN’T JUST WAIT AROUND AND
DEMAND. IF YOU POLISH GOD’S LAMP YOU
BETTER MAKE SURE IT IS FOR THE BETTER
VISION AND BRIGHTNESS—AND NOT TO GET
AN INSIDE TRACK ON SOMETHING OR OTHER.

you try to manage God’s business and MY
MISSION—your way—it is not going to be too
pleasant IF IT CONFLICTS WITH THAT WHICH I
HAVE ALREADY SET INTO MOTION. To do so
in “trying” is PROOF that you do not believe me as
to who I AM OR WHAT IS MY MISSION. OR,
YOU DON’T POSSIBLY REALIZE IT, BUT YOU
SERVE MY ENEMY. I’M SORRY—I AM NOT
HERE TO ASSIST YOU IN YOUR MISSION—I
AM HERE ON MY OWN MISSION. GOD IS
THAT WHICH IS SET FORTH TO ASSIST WITH
YOUR MISSION—AND MINE!

YOU DO YOUR JOB—
GOD WILL DO HIS!
Let this go—this morning has not worked out well
in timing which, too, is good example. God places no
conditions upon His LOVE—but the experience of
self through this journey is filled with “conditions”.
When you realize the infinite Truth of recognizing and
living within those conditions—you shall have
achieved GLORY—through GRACE, for it comes
from no other resource save self and Creator within
those conditions and laws of HIS ASKING. If you
leave the transmission out of the car—there is no need
for a clutch. Ponder it.
dharma

CRACKS IN THE TEMPLE
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Escape from Jerusalem
Part One
ESCAPE FROM JERUSALEM
FINDING THE WAY HOME TO OURSELVES
By John Kaminski, Skylax@Comcast.net
CHAPTER 1
THE BLACK CLOUD
When words lose their meaning, people will lose
their liberty.— Confucius, c. 500 BC
Man is a frightened animal who must lie in order
to live.— Ernest Becker, AD 1974
Some hip cosmologists I know insist the big bang
theory is dead. Fred Hoyle is vindicated, they say.
The crusty old astronomer’s steady state theory
prevails, and now some fool is proposing to study the
time before the big bang, which’d be pretty tough if
there wasn’t any. The thing simply doesn’t begin or
end, which is a hard concept for us to grasp, because
we ourselves do appear to begin and end. Emphasis
on the appear.
Maybe someday we’ll see Fred Hoyle’s epic
novella The Black Cloud (1958)—a savvy depiction of
our first ET contact that might be like what we are
about to encounter—spring menacingly to life in a
movie version of the black cloud that dominates our
collective consciousness and creates misery and
murder where the respectful bliss of life should
prevail. Thus are all aliens, as well as gods, mere
human mental projections.
As we clumsily trash the planet that gives us life,
we perceive existence in terms of death and renewal,
mandating a finite time to accomplish our mission.
This apparent situation creates an omnivorous fear
within each of us that is often confused with the
survival instinct.
The survival instinct is an essential bio-reflex that
keeps us from getting hit by a car. Fear of death is
the most powerful wraith our species has ever known,
the beast that creates our gods and powers our wars.
Control of the world mind can and must be
captured by reason, which, powered by love, will
create a functional and peaceful future. Yet we are
constrained from attempting this by the habits and
customs we have developed, foremost of which is the
practice of killing someone else simply to acquire their
possessions, and then disguising the deed with selfabsolving justifications.
Whether this predatory behavior is simply animal
instinct or some darker psychological demon from the
smoky ruins of time festers as an eternal enigma that
plagues our species. We must detox and understand
it if we are to live long and prosper.
The institutions designed to facilitate our civility
are laughably corrupt. Their dogma are demonstrably
false. Human frailty is powerful, widespread and
difficult to resist. Being taught that we are in this life

only for ourselves is the principal culprit.
I can’t make it without you, nor you me. Most
people know you have to love someone to make it
through the night. That’s why the world is a mostly
happy place, except for those who seek to profit from
our freedom, to milk it dry. We see the planet
shriveling before our eyes, our oceans poisoned, our
skies that make us cough. How much are we willing
to admit that we have brought this all on ourselves?
Raise your hands. Now, how many think we have had
help, and been manipulated from behind the scenes?
Let’s discuss it. Our lives depend on it.
We can and must come out of our shells, realize
things that we have been previously afraid to admit,
and then proceed sensibly, with care for those we love
as well as those we don’t know but would like to.
Of primary necessity to our evolution toward a
more humane society is the notion that we do not
possess consciousness in and of ourselves, but that
actual consciousness resides in the space between our
own minds and the person, place, or thing being
perceived. In this space will human consciousness
eventually unify, and at long last we will finally be
ready to confront new forms of life in dimensions that
are currently undiscovered by us.
The principal human proclivity is to name things.
We can’t comprehend it if we don’t name it. How
else can we know what it is? It is also the prime
human tendency to name something whether we
actually understand it or not. Thus, the things we
name are often obscured by the very names we give
to them.
And worse, names given to us by those who do
not have our best interests at heart are often the exact
opposite of what they purport to be. To wit,
Homeland Security: a cynical buzz-phrase for fake
corporate terror for profit. Witness “the land of the
free and home of the brave” now currently destroying
everything that lives, while its brave American soldiers
gun down innocent women and children and are not
held accountable because they are “fighting AlQaeda”, that fictional creation of the CIA.
Our whole society has been mesmerized by this
name, which is purely an invention of Israeli,
American and British intelligence agencies. There are
no Muslim terrorists, only Israeli Arabs posing as
them. To wit, the bombings in Madrid, Bali, London,
New York: all false flag operations engineered to
justify increased expenditures on police equipment.
Like a fireman who lights fires.
Kindle the fear with a good terror name. AlQaeda. The perfect enemy. If it doesn’t exist, then
it can’t be caught. And the war profiteering goes on
forever.
This is the power to name. Once something has
a name, nothing is the same. Because the abstraction
that created civilization is based upon an unremitting
fear that afflicts every one of us, manipulation of this
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emotionally radioactive nugget naturally enough
became the driving force in human behavior.
Around the corner we are about to turn, we
transcend that fear in the freedom of an expanded
mind-view. Soon it will be obvious that we are all in
this together, and we need only transcend our own bad
habits to achieve the government and society we want.
Your life is in my hands, and mine in yours. We
are knights-errant, on a mission from God. To discern
between the tale and the truth.
We can decide what it is, but it must be what
actually is, and not something somebody invented
because they just couldn’t figure it out, and decided to
concoct a pertinent but random intrigue for profit,
which is the situation with all our existing religions.
Not to mention America’s perpetual war on Iraq and
the rest of the world.
•••
WE INTERRUPT THIS BROADCAST FOR A
NEWS BULLETIN:
7/4/07 — Flatbed trailers carrying white prison
cell modules have been spotted heading south on I-75
near Gainesville. Speculation from our militia spotters
perched in the pinewood hills of north Florida is that
they are headed for the new concentration camp in the
Avon Park gunnery range wilderness. Meanwhile, not
far from a swampy place named Dead Lake, just west
of Tallahassee, a brand new maximum security prison
remains fully staffed, but without any inmates. Would
make a good motel for the neocons. Thanks to Jackie
Patru, Pastor Eli James, Junious Ricardo Stanton and
Charles Giuliani (no, no relation to the beast Rudy) for
having me on recent radio interviews. First ones I’ve
done since I was on Iranian TV. Now back to our
story ....
•••
Escape from Jerusalem. This is not a suggestion,
not a recommended course of action. It is an order.
From the universe.
The poison that spews from this sinister source is
directly related to the twisted corpses in the radioactive
rubble of Iraq, not to mention the World Trade Center,
as well as our own dark future. The sputum that oozes
from Jerusalem poisons our bodies and our souls. It is
the philosophy that one group has supernatural
permission to abuse and exploit others of supposedly
lesser status. It’s also called being dishonest.
Simply put, we see the effects of our behavior on
the planet, this Garden of Eden that supplies and
fulfills our every need. We have turned it into a
sewer. It looks a lot like Israel. And the world is
beginning to look a lot like Israel, walls going up
everywhere to farm us proles out into the landfills of
the megacities, where they can bury us properly.
It is the shadow of our own fear that propels us
down this suicidal path of acquisitive avarice as we try
to pile up trinkets as a way to anesthetize ourselves
from our fear and avoid the inevitable truth.
We are only here for a little while, and we have
only one chance to make it right. This is our situation.
You can’t prove any of it except by faith, a human
need that has been shamelessly perverted by bearded
men in black robes.
Whatever fantasy you wish to construct to palliate
that fear—be it the heaven of good intent so aptly
symbolized by the Egyptian concept of Ma’at’s feather
of truth, a goal precious few of us could achieve
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nowadays—or the cruise through the bardo when the
necessities of your past life determine your choice for
the next—you are nevertheless following a path of
your own device which may or may not adhere to the
obvious and observable laws of the universe.
Whether we can see the world depends on whether
we can really see ourselves.
•••
Getting back to Fred Hoyle’s The Black Cloud, a
giant black intelligence blots out our Sun and engulfs
the solar system in darkness. It accidentally kills one
quarter of the Earth’s population. This intelligence
quickly internalizes every piece of knowledge about
the Earth and begins a humane dialogue. Could we
trust it? Did it trust us? What had happened was akin
to a man accidentally stepping on a nest of ants who
could talk.
Today, our first forays into the farther regions of
our solar system have involved detonating
preposterously large nuclear explosions on
the surfaces of Jupiter and Saturn. That is
the human message sent to the universe.
What tiny microbial civilizations that
might have developed into beings of
beauty could have been wiped out by such
disrespectful maneuvers? Seems like a
trivial thing next to the people America
has murdered for the lies of the PNAC
report, doesn’t it?
We are responsible for this.
And taking it just a bit further, the
poisons that rain down in chemtrails, the
sedative additives put into our foods, the
misguided voodoo practices of medicine,
like the anesthetic fluoride, for example .
..
We are surrounded by deliberate
programs to kill us. Face it. We have
built them ourselves.
So on Jupiter and Saturn as here on
Landfill Earth.
A black cloud of our own design, a signal to the
farthest reaches of the galaxy that the human species
kills first and asks questions later, maybe. Probably
folks most beings in the universe wouldn’t like to
hang out with . . .
The unknowing . . .
Thoughts last for only a millisecond, they flicker
in the sky of our mind like some fading fireworks
barrage that vaporizes into the night.
For about the last 15 years I have not been able to
watch fireworks displays. It is because I always hear
the people of Iraq screaming when I watch them.
As we return to the place where we—all of us—
spend all of our nights, reflecting on the victories and
vicissitudes of the day, each of us sees in our own
hearts what we have done to the world, and how bad
we are hurting because of it.
This is, if you have a conscience.
However, conscience is very much out of fashion
these days. The bottom line is what has been imposed
on modern human society. Efficiency. Profit.
Somehow, the most important things in life are
left out of the equation that runs the world. And
unknowing people lie dead in the dust as a result of
our own unknowing.
Perhaps, at least in some minds, the lights are

coming on. But it seems as though the human species
has left its conscience, the hallmark of what we call
our most essential ingredient, behind.
We have abandoned the most important things in
our lives for a few trips and trinkets.
And we refuse to hear the cries of those in pain,
principally because we are in pain ourselves.
Thusly do the bombs keep falling. The human
blood ritual, sanctified by all holy men in black robes,
continues endlessly. And we, each of us on our
pillows, seek sanctuary from the insanity that increases
daily.
Who is the real enemy? Is it ourselves? Or is
something being imposed upon us?
You and I wouldn’t relish gunning down Iraqi
families in cold blood. Why do so many Americans
participate in this gruesome blood ritual? America
never was in danger from Iraq. Why do we not stop
it? It’s all about lies.

A trigger for permanent war was what it was. A
Pavlovian green light for an American government
hijacked by psychopaths to demand everyone march in
lockstep order toward unjustifiable mass murder
against a number of different countries. Most
Americans waved their flags and started marching.
By the time this parade had got up to speed, the
U.S. Constitution had been suspended, and people
were being put in jail without the opportunity to either
examine the evidence against them or confront their
accusers.
And as TV media told colossal lies about what
was really happening, the War on Terror spread its
filthy radiation and corruption around the world.
•••
This book is about the deliberate sabotage of the
9/11 skeptics movement by agents still unidentified,
historical replicas of the perpetrators of mystery crimes
down through history, from Jack the Ripper to David
Berkowitz, from Torquemada to Richard
Perle. All were [unmentionable name
beginning with “J”], BTW.
The movement quintessentially failed
to gather obvious and voluminous
evidence about the [unmentionable]
pattern to the aspects of the crime of 9/
11, which, if you need to have this
labeled for you, means you have
remained in the social coma I call the
mindlock.
This failure enabled the destruction
of the evidence to pass practically
unnoticed.
So many anomalous
“firsts”—notably steel towers felled by
fire—exist regarding the events of
September 11, 2001, that we must admit
we can’t really see the reality of our own
lives because what we saw and have
observed since is so different from the
official story that has been widely
reported as true: Arab hijackers etc.
Since we are forced to accept the images provided
for us, and we know they are false, this cognitive
dissonance fractures the remainder of our perception
about the other facets of our lives. As a result, we
send our children off to a war we know is unjust and
fake and against all good things human and holy.
This is how insane America, and the world, have
become.
And it is all caused by the black cloud of fear of
death, from which each of us, as we hide in our
various sacred labyrinths to convince ourselves we
have solved the problem, secretly cowers in terror.
Next: EFJ2: The god in your wallet

These are the lies we live with, and sanction by
our silence.
•••
What is in this book? Any reporter knows a good
story lists its central theses right away, then outlines
its supporting evidence, then follows with
unimpeachable evidence that the story is true. That’s
what I’ll set out to do, but you get to decide, of
course, whether the guideposts you’ve selected for
yourself were your own authentic choices or the
implants of somebody else. Somebody you might not
like if you knew who it was.
Our journey begins with a tiny falling silhouette
that disappears into the nightmare clouds of
pyroclastic dust that filled the streets of New York that
fateful day in September.
Our hearts clenched, but our ears could simply not
believe the story that twisted president told that day,
especially when afterwards they hid all the evidence and
denied that surviving New Yorkers were being poisoned
by radioactive dust, which had been pulverized so finely
into talcum powder that even surgical masks couldn’t
prevent the microscopic particles from entering your
lungs. The government quickly said it was safe, but that
was just one of many lies about the whole thing, and
even that caused many more deaths.

John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf
Coast of Florida who used to have a website until
he ran out of money. Undecided about what to say
about 9/11—except that the official story is a lie,
something millions now realize—aghast at the
continuing wars for lies that most people just
ignore, and terrified of the imminent prospects for
irreversible environmental degradation, he has
remained silent for three months. Having been
banned from PayPal for his “goyim” story, the only
way remaining to underwrite his work (which he
desperately needs) is by e-mail and snail mail.
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Your Support Is Both
Needed & Appreciated
It is “crunch time” again and I must once more ask
for financial contributions to sustain this work. With
the current state of affairs we have NO subscribers
and NO revenue base at all from which to work, only
expenses which mount as we oppose, legally, to the
extent we can, the great errors thrust upon us.
If “all” you can afford is an extra prayer for all your
relations, that is “all” that is needed from you!
Seven years ago, GCH wrote: “...[G]oodness usually
costs everything of considered value in the material
world—to accomplish abundance and achievement of
the very things you thought you lost. When you
change your focus—you change the world.”
We are “there”. All that remains is for you to choose
the role you will play in the outworking of the Divine
Plan. For my part, I will continue to contribute
100% of my life energies to “The Mission” as put
forth by Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
through his scribe, “Dharma”.
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For some 7 years over 100 Phoenix Journals were
withheld from the public domain never having been
published. We acknowledge Dr. Overholt for his
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I can blow a bit of wind beneath your wings
but to soar, my friends, you must do so with
your own wings lest it only be “my” flight.
When you want to fly badly enough—you
shall.—GCH 8/10/00 (13-359)

